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Abstract
Introduction: Night Eating Syndrome (NES) is a phenomenon combining aspects of both sleeping
disorders and Eating Disorders (EDs). To the best of our knowledge, few studies to date have examined NES
among patients with EDs. None examined ED patients with and without NES in clinical settings by comparing
their sleep disturbances using the new NES diagnostic criteria (1). This study aimed to compare subjective
and objective sleep patterns and ED-related psychopathology among NES patients with and without binge
eating (BE) behavior.
Method: The sample included 71 women, ages 19-62, referred for assessment to a hospital Eating
Disorders Clinic. Measures included self-report questionnaires, psychiatric evaluation and actigraph recording
for one week. Participants were divided into three subgroups: those with NES without BE behavior (NES-only,
n = 17), with both NES and BE behavior (NES-BE, n = 22), and with BE behavior without NES (BE-only, n =
32).
Results: Regarding objective sleep monitoring, only one group difference emerged: significantly
longer sleep duration for the NES-only group than the other groups. Subjectively, both NES-only and NES-BE
groups described significantly more sleep disturbances than the BE-only group. Moreover, only one intergroup difference emerged in ED-related psychopathology: According to new NES diagnostic criteria, the NESonly and NES-BE groups reported significantly higher levels of NES symptoms than the BE-only group.
Conclusions: Groups' similarities in sleeping disturbances and psychopathology level and differences
between objective and subjective sleep disturbances raise the question of whether NES should be considered
part of the BE-only subgroup, calling for further research.
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Introduction
Night

the prevalence of NES, all reports show that the

eating

phenomenon

syndrome

combining

(NES)

is

of

both

facets

a

clinical
sleeping

disorders and eating disorders (EDs). NES was first
described by Stunkard in 1955 in a sample of obese
patients (2). Core characteristics included morning
anorexia nervosa (AN), Evening Hyperphagia (25% of
daily food eaten after 7 p.m.), insomnia, deteriorating
mood (worsening in the evening), and emotional
distress (2). Diagnostic criteria for NES have been
modified many times over the years, generating almost
20 different sets of criteria to date.
In an attempt to clarify this syndrome's diagnostic
criteria, an international NES Working Group comprising
sleep and ED experts convened in Minneapolis in 2008
and two years later published their consensual set of
criteria (1). These diagnostic criteria were proposed and
primarily

accepted

for

inclusion

in

the

American

Psychiatric Association (APA) DSM-5 edition (3), under
"Other specified feeding and eating disorders."
For the current study, we used all proposed
criteria published in 2010 (1), which include: significantly
increased

food

intake

in

the

evening

(Evening

Hyperphagia) and/or at night time (night ingestion) of at
least 25% of daily food intake; at least two episodes like
this per week; and awareness and recall of evening and
nocturnal eating episodes. In addition, the daily pattern
is manifested by at least three of the following features:
morning anorexia; a strong urge to eat between dinner
and sleep onset and/or during the night; insomnia; a
belief that one must eat in order to sleep; and
depressed or worsening mood in the evening. This
syndrome is associated with significant distress, is
maintained for at least 3 months, and is not secondary
to any other medical or psychiatric disorder. These new
criteria currently represent the most updated instrument
for diagnosing NES.
Although few significant studies have investigated

syndrome is common among individuals who are
overweight and/or obese. In the general population,
approximately 1.5% of adults are affected by NES (4,5),
but among individuals seeking weight loss treatment,
the syndrome is significantly more prevalent (e.g., 8.9%
in an obesity clinic) (4,5). Among patients seeking
treatment for EDs, such as bulimia nervosa (BN), binge
eating disorders (BED), and AN, the prevalence rates for
NES were 9%, 16%, and 0%, respectively (6). In a
psychiatric population, the prevalence rate is 12.3% for
NES (7).
Only a few studies have examined NES among
patients diagnosed with EDs (6,8), primarily in patients
with BED (9,10) and minimally (mainly case studies)
among patients with BN (9,11-18). Debate continues in
the literature regarding the relations between NES and
EDs. NES has been conceptualized as a subtype of
obesity, a sleep-related eating disorder (SRED), a variant
of other EDs, a separate syndrome among EDs, and a
sleeping disorder (8).
One of the common symptoms in EDs, specifically
among patients with BED and BN, is BE behavior, which
is also a primary symptom of NES. BE behavior is
characterized by eating a large amount of food,
considered excessive, in a defined period of time. This
behavior is accompanied by a sense of lack of control
over one’s eating throughout the episode. Such BE
episodes are associated with: rapid eating, eating until
uncomfortably full, eating large amounts when not
hungry, solitary eating because of embarrassment, and
feeling

disgusted,

depressed

and

guilty.

These

diagnostic symptoms and associated behaviors overlap
across the range of EDs, especially among individuals
with BED and BN; however, significant differences exist
between the two (3,19). The main difference is that
individuals with BN end their binges using compensatory
behaviors such as self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse,
diuretics, enemas, or excessive exercise – which are not
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apparent among individuals with BED. Nevertheless,

(6,8,10).

high psychiatric comorbidity exists among individuals
who exhibit BE behavior, including both those with BN
and BED (20,21), as well as among those with a
diagnosis of NES (22). Studies indicate that NES and BE
behavior commonly occur simultaneously in individuals
who have been assessed for BED and NES (5, 23).

Despite their similarities, NES and BE (which
includes BE in BN and BED) also have distinct features.
Specifically, as opposed to NES, BE does not include
sleep disturbances such as waking up in the middle of
the night and having a binge episode (8). Some NES
patients indicate full consciousness of their Night

Some researchers suggest that although these

Ingestion episodes, while some indicate total amnesia

behaviors may well overlap, NES and BED have different

(9,13,16-18,32-35). Few studies have examined the

underlying

they

relations between sleep disorders, BE, and NES (35,36).

propose that BED-only, BED with NES, and NES-only

Most research examined SRED classified according to

subgroups lie on a continuum of psychopathology,

the American Academy of Sleep Medicine's International

where BED-NES is considered the more extreme

Classification of Sleep Disorders (37).

behavioral

constructs.

Moreover,

psychopathological form and NES-only is considered the
less extreme form (5, 23-25).

According to sleep researchers, NES is a sleeprelated disorder, in particular among those who wake up

In addition, these conditions may be differentiated

to eat during the night or who have Night Ingestion.

by the nature of their binge episodes, concerns about

According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine,

weight, and loss of control over eating. During BE

SRED represents a break in the night time, when a

episodes, individuals with BED are more likely to

patient awakens from sleep to eat prior to the final

consume a higher number of calories than individuals

morning awakening. The Academy suggested that a

with NES and to report a greater sense of loss of control

variety of underlying pathological processes lead to

(11,26-30). Individuals with NES report fewer concerns

Night Ingestion. However, recent evidence suggests this

about their body weight or shape than those with BED

pattern of eating in order to return to sleep bears a

(24,31) and fewer instances of compensatory behaviors.

striking similarity to the motor restlessness of restless

The few prior studies that documented the
similarities and differences of individuals with BN versus
NES mostly examined patients seeking treatment for
sleep disorders at a sleep laboratory (6,9,10). Two case
studies from the late 1980s provided initial reports on
the clinical and psychological characteristics of patients
with BN who also suffer from NES (17,18). Yet, the
relations among SRED, NES, and daytime ED, in

leg syndrome. Importantly, both Night Ingestion and
motor

restlessness

frequently

arise

and

exist

simultaneously, suggesting that many cases of Night
Ingestion represent a non-motor manifestation of
restless leg syndrome (38). Some cases of Night
Ingestion may also

represent

features

similar

to

sleepwalking, where patients partially arouse from sleep
and ambulate to the kitchen to eat (38).

particular in patients with BN, remain unclear. The

Despite such research demonstrating that this

question of whether BN together with NES is a new

population deserves a unique diagnosis, SRED was

subgroup of EDs and should be called BN with SRED or

excluded from the new NES diagnostic criteria in the

just BN with NES remains unanswered. NES among

DSM-5 because it is considered part of existing sleep

patients with BN without SRED has been described only

disorders and not a separate ED (1). Nevertheless, most

in the last decade by groups of researchers in Israel and

studies reported to date were conducted before the new

Missouri who are experts in eating and sleep disorders

diagnostic criteria of NES (1). To the best of our
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knowledge, none of the studies conducted thus far have
related to both populations of BN and BED patients, with
and without NES, in clinical settings – to compare their
sleep disturbances using the new diagnostic criteria.
Therefore, the two aims of the current study were
to compare (a) the subjective (self-reported) and
objective (actigraph) sleep patterns, and (b) the levels
of ED-related psychopathology characterizing three
groups of patients: NES with and without Binge Eating

did not receive an NES diagnosis using the new criteria.
Measures
Measures

demographic

and

clinical

information, intake procedures for diagnosing NES and
BE-related EDs, objective (actigraph) and subjective
(self-report) measures of sleep disturbance, two selfreports on disordered eating pathology (ED-related
psychopathology and eating attitudes), self-reported
night eating and depression questionnaires.

Behavior (NES-only; NES-BE (including those with BED
and BN), and BE-only.

included

Demographic and clinical questionnaire.
Participants provided demographic data including age,
and clinical data including height and weight.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The sample consisted of 71 women, ages 19-62
years, who were referred to the Eating Disorders Clinic
at Rambam Medical Center, Israel, for ED assessment
between the years 2011-2013. They were recruited at
admission to the clinic, prior to treatment. Male patients
and any female patients with SRED, AN, or other severe

Psychiatric evaluation measures. EDs were
evaluated through a psychiatric interview and diagnosed
according to the DSM-IV (2000), and the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (Patient
Edition; SCID-I/P Version 2.0) was used for DSM-IV
diagnosis of comorbid psychiatric disorders (39,42). In
addition, NES was evaluated and diagnosed using the
new diagnostic criteria by Alison et al. (1).

Objective sleep evaluation: Actigraph. Sleep-

psychiatric and medical illnesses were excluded from the
study.

wake patterns were monitored using an actigraph (AMI,
Participants were divided into three groups based

on diagnoses of NES and EDs assigned through the full
clinical psychiatric evaluation conducted at intake to the
Eating Disorders Clinic. The NES-only group (n = 17)
included patients with Evening Hyperphagia and/or
Night Ingestion who were diagnosed with NES according
to the new NES diagnostic criteria (1) but who did not

Ardsley,

NY),

a

small,

solid-state,

computerized

movement detector that continuously registers body
motility data for extended periods. It provides a unique
opportunity for home sleep monitoring for both research
and

clinical

purposes.

included: sleep

onset

Actigraphic sleep
time,

wake-up

measures

time, sleep

duration, and sleep efficiency.

receive any BE-related ED diagnosis (BN, BED) according

Subjective sleep self-reports. Each participant

to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

completed the Mini-Sleep Questionnaire (MSQ) (41).

Disorders (DSM-IV) criteria (39). The NES-BE group (n

Participants rated 10 items (e.g., Do you have difficulties

= 22) included patients who received a diagnosis of NES

falling asleep? Do you use sleep medications? Do you

(Night Ingestion and/or Evening Hyperphagia) based on

wake up during the night? Do you feel sleepiness

the new criteria as well as an ED diagnosis that included

without any specific reason?) on a 7-point Likert scale

BE behavior (BN, BED,) based on the DSM-IV. The BE-

ranging from 1 (low) to 7 (high); Cronbach alpha = .71.

only group (n = 32) included patients diagnosed with
BN (n=17), BED (n=15), based on the DSM-IV but who

Disordered
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completed two ED-related self-report questionnaires,

Participants rated the scale's 26 items relevance to their

one tapping levels of ED symptomatology and the other

experience on the following 6-point Likert scale: always

tapping risk for ED based on eating attitudes.

(6), Usually (5), often (4), sometimes (3), Rarely (2),

ED-related psychopathology. The Eating Disorder
Inventory (EDI) was first developed in 1983 (43) to
evaluate cognitive and behavioral symptoms together
with personality characteristics found in women with
EDs. These traits may not relate directly to eating and
body shape but were identified as basic characteristics
of women with EDs. In 1991, the questionnaire was
updated to a version that includes 91 items divided into
11 separate subscales (44). In the current study, to

never (1). Answers 1-3 were coded 0, Answer 4 was
coded 1, Answer 5 was coded 2, and Answer 6 was
coded 3, yielding a possible total score of 0-78 points. In
line with the EAT-26 developers' recommendation (53),
a cutoff score of <20 is used to identify cases of
disturbed eating attitudes or individuals who may have
an ED, who are recommended for further evaluation by
a mental health professional. This scale was confirmed
as a reliable and valid instrument in Hebrew (54).

evaluate beliefs and behaviors related to eating and

Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-

body shape, we utilized 3 core subscales found to be

Q) The Eating Disorders Examination Questionnaire (55)

linked with BE psychopathology: body dissatisfaction (9

is a widely used 36-item self-report questionnaire

items, e.g., " I think that my stomach is too big.”), drive

assessing eating disorders related attitudes, behaviors

for thinness (7 items, e.g., " I feel extremely guilty after

and symptoms

overeating "), and bulimia (7 items, e.g., " I stuff myself

divided into two main data groups . The first one include

with food "). Participants rated each item's relevance to

22 scaled items and one unscaled item (items 1-15 and

their experience on the following 6-point Likert scale:

29-36) reflecting the severity the ED psychopathology.

always (6), Usually (5), often (4), sometimes (3), Rarely

The second include 13 items (items 16-28) reflecting

(2), never (1). After re-coding reversed items, Answers 1

the present or absence, frequency and loss of control of

-3 were coded 0, Answer 4 was coded 1, Answer 5 was

EDs behavioral features. The EDEQ include 4 subscales:

coded 2, and Answer 6 was coded 3. Each item was

Restricting (EDE-Qr), Eating concern, (EDE-Qe), Shape

attributed to one subscale only, and each subscale's

concern (EDE-Qs) and Weight Concern (EDE-Qw).

total score was the sum of all its items. Many studies

Participents rated each items to their experience on the

using the EDI reported good internal consistency (alphas

following 7-point Likert-type scale (0: never; 6: every

of .62 to .90 for the different subscales), good test-

day). The subscale scores are obtained by calculating

retest reliability. The questionnaire was found to validly

the average of the items forming each subscale, and the

distinguish between participants with ED and healthy

global score (EDE-Qg) is the average of the four

control participants in all subscales (45,45-50), and the

subscale scores (56).

Hebrew translation was tested on Israeli samples
(51,52).

over the past 28 days. The EDE-Q

Depression

symptoms.

The

21-item

self-

reported Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) questionnaire

ED risk: Eating attitudes. The Eating Attitude Test

(57) provides a quantitative evaluation of depression

(EAT-26) (53) is a standardized and validated screening

intensity over the past week (situational measure). This

self-report tool that can be considered a valuable aid in

questionnaire addresses cognitive (e.g., decision making

the cross-cultural diagnosis of ED risk among clinical and

ability), affective (e.g., feeling sad), and physical (e.g.,

nonclinical populations, based on attitudes, feelings, and

difficulty sleeping) aspects of depression. The BDI is one

behaviors

of

related

to

eating

and

ED

symptoms.

the

most

popular
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evaluate severity of depression worldwide in ED and non
-ED

populations.

Researchers

who

examined

the

inventory's psychometric characteristics found good
reliability and validity (58,59).

Procedure
The study was approved by the Ministry of Health
and Helsinki ethics committee, and all participants
provided written informed consent. All patients who

NES symptoms. The Night Eating Questionnaire
(NEQ) (60) is the most widely validated

scale for

assessing NES and can be administrated easily as a selfreport. The total NEQ score comprised 14 items
assessing: morning hunger and timing of first food
consumption (2 items), food cravings and control over
eating behavior both before bedtime (2 items) and
during night-time awakenings (2 items), percentage of
food consumed after dinner (1 item), initial insomnia (1
item), frequency of nocturnal awakenings and ingestion
of food (3 items), mood disturbance (2 items), and
awareness of nocturnal eating episodes (1 item). The
latter item (number 15) was not included in the total
NEQ score as an indicator of severity of NES, but rather
used as a means of differentially diagnosing NES as
compared to SRED. Therefore, scores ranged from 0 to
52.

were approached to participate in the study gave
consent after they were fully informed about the nature
of the study and their right to exit at any stage.
Study
separate

procedures

meetings.

were

The

first

conducted
meeting

in

three

comprised

collection of demographic and clinical information and
full psychiatric evaluation and diagnosis as part of
general admission to the clinic. Those who met criteria
for NES and/or a BE-related ED were recruited for the
study. In the second meeting, those who agreed to
participate received in-depth explanation about the
study and procedures from the principal investigator ,
signed informed consent, and were given self-report
questionnaires and a mini-actigraph to monitor sleep
patterns. After one week, participants met again with
the principal investigator and returned the completed
actigraph

and

questionnaires.

After

the

meeting

The original English version of the NEQ (60)

researchers analyzed sleep patterns based on the mini-

showed Cronbach alpha of .70, and three factors were

actigraph and provided an individual report to each

identified: Nocturnal Ingestion, Evening Hyperphagia,

participant with specific recommendations for further

and Morning Anorexia. The total NEQ score was

treatment as needed.

calculated by reverse coding items 1, 4, and 14, and
summing all items. Clinical cutoff points were also
evaluated, with a score of 25 yielding a modest positive

Data Analysis

predictive value of 41% and a higher cutoff point of 30

One-way ANOVA was used to compare the three

yielding a positive predictive value of 73%. Using to the

groups (BE-only, NES-only, NES-BE) on actigraphic data

newly proposed NES diagnostic criteria (1), researchers

and on sleep and eating related psychopathology self-

recently

internal

report questionnaires. To assess the contributions of

consistency of the Hebrew NEQ version and identified

sleep pathology and eating psychopathology variables to

the optimal NEQ cutoff point when screening for the

the NES assessment measure, block multiple linear

presence of NES (61). This recent study yielded a high

regressions were performed for the total NEQ score,

internal consistency (alpha = .78) and a 5-factor

with sleep measures included in the first block and

structure. The cutoff score of 21 provided the best

eating measures included in the second block.

cross-validated

and

tested

the

balance of true and false positive diagnoses (61).

Results
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Participants' Age and BMI

three groups (NES-only, NES-BE, BE-only) regarding ED-

Mean age for the NES-only group was 41.94 ±
12.52 years (range: 22-62), 39.55 ± 13.48 years for the
NES-BE group (range: 19-59), and 25.91 ± 5.77 years
for the BE-only group (range: 20-45). A significant group
difference emerged for age (F=17.77, df=2, 70,

p

< .000), where the BE-only group was significantly
younger than the other two groups. A similar age
pattern emerged in each of the three groups, where

related psychopathology measured by the total EDI,
EAT26, BDI, and EDE-Q (p < .20, p < .34, p < .15, p
<

.79,

respectively).

However,

significant

group

differences emerged for the NEQ measure of NES,
F=49.23, df=2,70, p < .000). According to Duncan posthoc

the

NES-only

and

NES-BE

groups

reported

significantly higher levels of NES symptomatology (total
NEQ score) compared to the BE-only group.

those with BN were typically younger (20-45 years) than
those with BED (30 years and up).

Objective and Subjective Sleep Measures

Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing
body weight in kilogram units by squared height in
meters (40). Mean BMI for the NES-only group was
28.50 ± 7.06 (range: 17-39), 29.24 ± 5.89 for the NESBE group (range: 19-40), and 24.95 ± 6.73 for the BEonly group (range: 17-44). A significant group difference
emerged for BMI (F=3.18, df=2,70, p < .048), but
Duncan post hoc test found no group differences.
Regarding the diagnostic subtypes within the BE-only
group (BN, BED), a significant difference between
subtypes emerged for

BMI, where the subgroup

diagnosed with BN showed a BMI in the normal range
(22.08 ± 3.28), which was significantly lower than the
typically overweight to obese BMI range shown for the
subgroup diagnosed with BED (30.4 ± 7.53), t (30) =
4.16, p < .000. Thus, the mean BMI for the BE-only
group was lower than would be expected if the group
consisted just of those with BED, and was higher than if
the group consisted just of those with BN. It is important
to note that the BE-only group was found to be within
the normal weight range, whereas the NES-only and

As seen in Table 2, the three groups (NES-only,
NES-BE, BE-only) did not differ significantly regarding
three of the objective sleep measures obtained through
the actigraph: sleep-onset, wake-up time, and sleep
efficiency (p < .86, p < .37, p < .46, respectively). A
group difference at borderline significance level ( F-2.98,

df=2, 70, p < .058) was found for the fourth objective
measure – sleep duration – indicating that the NES-only
group tended to have a longer sleep duration than the
other two groups.
With regard to subjective sleep data, as seen on
Table 2, the mean score on the MSQ self-report
indicated

a

significant

group

difference

(F=5.75,

df=2,70, p < .005). Duncan post hoc test revealed that
the BE-only group showed significantly lower subjective
sleep pathology than the other two groups. Of the 10
items on the MSQ questionnaire, 3 items revealed
significant group differences, as shown on Table 2:
taking sleeping pills, waking up during the night, and
restless sleep.

NES-BE groups were within the overweight range.

Disordered

Eating

Pathology,

Night

Eating

Pathology, and Depression Measures

Block Multiple Linear Regressions
As seen in Table 3, to assess the contributions of

As seen in Table 1, General Linear Model (GLM)

sleep pathology and eating psychopathology to the

analysis revealed no significant differences among the

assessment of NES, multiple linear regression analyses
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Table 1: Means (+ Standard Deviations) of Disordered Eating Pathology (EDI, EAT26), Depression (BDI),
Level of ED Symptomatology (EDE-Q), and Night Eating Questionnaire (NEQ) by Group
Variable

p

Group
NES-only
(n = 17)

NES-BE
(n = 22)

BE-only
(n =32)

Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI)

74.23±38.17

95.74±29.88

93.35±37.51

ns

Eating Attitude Test (EAT-26)

25.07±13.7

30.15±11.18

32.43±18.76

ns

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)

18.2±10.32

25.32±8.66

22.06±11.36

ns

Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire
(EDE-Q)

3.53±1.52

3.69±.94

3.85±1.29

ns

Night Eating Questionnaire (NEQ)

38.73±4.77

38.64±7.62

21.81±7.48

p < .000
NES-only = NES-BE >
BE-only

Table 2: Means (+ Standard Deviations) of Objective and Subjective Sleep Data by Group
Variable

NES-only
(n = 17)

NES-BE
(n = 22)

BE-only
(n =32)

p

Objective: Actigraph
Sleep onset (hr)

23:43±1:20

24:12±1:05

23:49±4:12

ns

Wake-up time (hr)

7:38±1:28

7:20±1:11

7:53±1:20

ns

Sleep duration (min)

475±71

430±58

437±53

p < .058

Sleep efficiency (%)

89.25±11.19

91.83±6.1

92.72±9.3

ns

Subjective: Mini-Sleep Questionnaire (MSQ)
Mean MSQ

3.97±1.07

3.85±0.96

3.08±0.89*

p < .005

"Do you use sleeping medications?" (q3)

2.88±2.36*

3.82±2.87

1.77±1.87*

p < .01

"Do you wake occasionally during the night?" (q7)

6.38±1.26

5.95±1.01

3.97±1.68*

p < .000

"Do you sleep restlessly?" (q10)

4.2±2.02

4.24±2.02

3.0±1.98

p < .064

*= Significant group according to Duncan post hoc.

Table 3: Block Multiple Linear Regression Models with Total NEQ Score as the Dependent Variable
R2

Standard coefficient (β)

Std. error

p

0.225

0.471

1.905

0.006

0.300

0.026

0.052

0.406

0.126

0.059

Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI)

-0.120

0.061

0.602

Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-Q)

-0.183

1.735

0.402

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)

-0.261

0.215

0.240

Block

Predictions

1: Sleep
measures

Mini-Sleep Questionnaire (MSQ) total
Actigraphic sleep duration

2: Eating pathology
measures

Eating Attitude Test (EAT-26)

0.345
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were conducted with the sleep and eating measures as

groups, according to the actigraphic monitoring. One

the independent variables and with the total NEQ score

explanation why the NES-only group's actigraph reports

as the dependent variable. The prediction variables were

showed longer sleep duration could be related to the

separated into two blocks. Block 1 included two sleep

phenomenon of multiple nighttime waking incidents

measures: subjective reports on sleep disorders (MSQ

among individuals who demonstrate Night Ingestion. In

mean) and objective sleep duration. Block 2 included

order to compensate for their disturbed sleep, they may

four eating psychopathology variables: EAT26, EDI, EDE

sleep for a longer duration. Another explanation for

-Q, and BDI. Sleep measures (Block 1) significantly

excessive daytime sleepiness could be related to the

accounted for 22.5% of the variance, F (2, 35) = 5.07, p

possibility of breathing problems during sleep in the NES

< .012, and the eating psychopathology variables (Block

-only group and for BED, which may be linked to their

2) added an additional 12% to the explanation of the

higher BMI. The lack of significant group differences in

variance, F (4, 31) = 2.72, p < .031, yielding a total of

sleep onset time may be related to the higher

34.5% explained variance.

prevalence of BE episodes that occurs mainly during the
late evening time among patients with BN, with BED,

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the
first systematic investigation comparing sleep-wake
patterns and ED psychopathology among patients with
BED and BN, with and without NES. In addition, most of
the studies reported to date were conducted in
community samples and used different diagnostic
criteria for NES. In the current study, we assessed
patients from a clinical setting who sought treatment for
EDs and used the new NES diagnostic criteria (1). This is
also the first study using the new diagnostic criteria that
continuously monitored this population's sleep patterns
via actigraph for a full week. Actigraph monitoring
enables recording in a natural environment and reveals
sleep-wake patterns that cannot be demonstrated under

and with NES associated with Evening Hyperphagia (19).
However, it is important to note that all three groups
suffered from an objectively slightly lower level of sleep
efficiency relative

to the norms

for the

healthy

population (6).
These results are in line with previous research
examining

sleep-wake

cycles

and

associated

characteristics of Night Ingestion in BN and BED patients
(6). In prior research, these patients' actigraph results
showed no significant differences in nocturnal ingestion
between the BN and BED patients. However, these
researchers' sample included patients whose primary
concern was Night Ingestion symptoms and did not
include patients with Evening Hyperphagia (6).

normal laboratory conditions. Therefore, the aims of this

Beyond high lighting objective sleep data, the

study were to compare sleep patterns, both subjective

current findings yielded significant group differences in

and objective, and level of ED-related psychopathology

subjective sleep patterns based on the MSQ self-report.

among patients with NES with and without BE behavior

The NES-only and NES-BE groups subjectively described

(including BED and BN).

more sleep disturbance symptoms than the BE-only

Our

results

indicated

that

objective

sleep

monitoring revealed no significant differences between
the three study groups of NES-only, BE-only, and NESBE, except a borderline significant difference in sleep
duration. On average, the NES-only group slept about
30 minutes longer than participants in the other two

group. This result may be explained by the fact that
patients with NES, in particular those with Night
Ingestion, tend to wake up several times during the
night in order to eat. As mentioned above, these
multiple nighttime waking incidents may cause sleep
deprivation that can lead to a sense of sleepiness during
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the day. These results are in line with previous research

subgroup (of BN and / or BED) as opposed to a separate

demonstrating high levels of sleep disturbances among

entity. Further research must be conducted to clarify this

BED and BN patients with NES (6).

hypothesis.

These differences between groups in subjective

Several limitations of this study should be

sleep patterns may also be a function of weight-related

considered.

physical discomfort manifested in breathing problems

statistical power for detecting group differences and for

while sleeping. The NES-only and NES-BE groups

generalizing the findings overall. A larger sample size

demonstrated higher BMI in comparison to the BE-only

would also permit differentiation between BN and BED

group, which imply weight problems that may affect

patients

breathing, which in turn would be reflected in objective

psychopathology levels, instead of combining these

actigraphic sleep measurements. In this context, the

subgroups into one BE behavior group as needed for

differentiation between the BN and BED subgroups

statistical analysis of the current sample. Second, future

within the BE-only group may be relevant. As found in

research is necessary to further clarify the definition of

our study and supported by the literature, patients with

NES, which currently includes both Night Ingestion and

BN are in the normal range weight whereas patients

Evening Hyperphagia subsyndromes. That is as Evening

with BED and or NES are usually overweight (19). Thus,

Hyperphagia is very similar to BED, it is important to

the significant differences may be related specifically to

separate these two subsyndromes in the ED population

the BED and/or NES groups who present overweight and

to determine if Evening Hyperphagia in fact constitutes

obesity that may result in breathing problems during

its own ED subgroup rather than constituting a part of

sleep. Furthermore, these subjective sleep discrepancies

NES. Third, the present clinical sample included only

may indicate that the NES-only and NES-BE groups have

patients with high levels of psychopathology who were

higher levels of psychiatric comorbidity than the BE-only

seeking treatment for an ED. Such individuals usually

group.

indicate

tend to exhibit greater levels of psychopathology than

traumatic life events that precipitated BE episodes in the

those seeking treatment for weight loss or eating-related

NES-only and NES-BE groups, as found in previous

issues in nonclinical samples. Further research in a

studies (6,51,36, 62-67).

nonclinical community sample of individuals with NES

Additionally,

these

results

might

No significant differences were found in level of
psychopathology between the three groups in this study.
This results contrast with previous research outcomes
indicating higher levels of psychopathology among
patients who demonstrate NES together with BE (25).
Thus, it is still unclear whether prevalence of psychiatric
comorbidity and traumatic life events is higher among
patients with EDs together with NES versus patients with
just EDs.
This study is the first using the new diagnostic
criteria of NES and applying them to a group of ED

First,

to

the

identify

small

sample

possible

size

differences

in

may elucidate the differences between ED patients with
NES and patients whose primary diagnosis is NES. It
may also clarify where NES lies on the continuum of
psychopathology. More extensive research is necessary
to

determine

psychological

characteristics

and

comorbidity associated with NES. Finally, we used
actigraphic data to measure the sleep-wake cycle.
However, these measurements cannot describe all
disturbances; hence, further study in a sleep laboratory
setting is necessary to understand similarities and
differences in sleep-wake cycles between groups.

patients. Our results show that NES in ED patients, inparticular in Evening Hyperphagia, may represent an ED

reduces
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